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Abstract:

Environment affects on the poetry of a poet. Progressive

Movement launched in 1936. Faiz was also part of this

campaign. He helped the freedom movement against the

struggle of British Tyranny. He observed that there was

no benefit to life without freedom. He was revolutionary

poet and always stood with truth. The centtral motive of

Faiz poetry was lonely and waiting. Faiz era was consist

of violation of law and order, maltreatment and injustice.

Faiz poetry deals with poor and injustice distribution of

wealth. Faiz poetry explored the dignity of human being.

Faiz favoured the rights of poor.






    























 









  




 



  

 
 









































 







































 






 


 



  









 
















 










 










 























 










  
















 












 














 





 













 








 















 


 

 
 

  
 
 
 


 





